Dear Nina, bless you and the
Event you are creating. I have
Intended for my I AM Presence to
Be with you and your India group
To participate, share and receive
Whatever honors me and the project.
In the most benevolent way, hugs.
Wow that sounds like it’s going to be incredibly powerful! Would love to be there with you!
xxxxx My soul feels nourished having met you!! xxxx
BIG love to you xxx
That is so very magnificent. Thank you for those words. I just finished a 13day workshop with Raquel on clearing the Pineal. And, I now see one of the
reasons why, with your words below. And, I understand the buzzing in the
head that has been occurring since the workshop and the feelings of just
being floating out in space even though I was fully awake. I also wanted to
thank you for the message from Metatron in your reading through Tyb that
you put into your book. I read that message about the re-entry back into the
physical body from sleep or meditation a while back and it was the answer
to what I was currently experiencing back then.
These last two weeks, I have had to use my Vogel around my head and my
heart and I was fully awake when the viratory patterns began increasing.
One time I had to do 15 circles to get my physical body grounded again. So,
the information that you passed on in that book is still keeping me protected
during these transitioning times. Thank you so very much for your presence
in my world and your continuing work with the Cosmos everywhere. Thank
you Nina! Very important information.
I can travel energetically to every place in the universe so can tune in for the India
transmission as well. We had earthly ascension on the 25th of August as well. I put it in my
diary with intention to visit you the 2nd of October in India.
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Nina, I am feeling truly humbled to be associated with this activation you are
doing for all of humanity and the universe. I am and been going thru an
intense clearing since your call to me to hold your physical place on earth
while you are gone.
All said the inner knowing of what is being done on 10-2 defiantly will
catapult the whole of consensus making the journey into the 5th easier for
us.
I thank you for all the clearing you have done for yourself to be clear and
activated to remember what it is that you have come to do for us.... thank
you..Thank you. It is a pleasure to be assisting you.
Nina, this is soooo exciting! I'm putting this on my calendar, to "tune in" to the frequencies
as they are occurring. in awesome wonder.
mAGic happeNs @ Dawn ~ ing
Oh my heavens, how magnificent, joyous, magical, wondrous...thank you soooo much for
sharing these transmissions!! You, dear Lady, must be buzzing at a rate that could electrify
all of Santa Fe!! I'm sure I'm not alone in feeling this way for you and because of your
sharing we also are fueled and stimulated, simply by being "in relationship" with you and
the frequencies that resonate with you. I am so grateful to Loving Life for assisting in
having our paths cross. Every communication with you adds Light & Joy to my perceptions,
leading to my being a more confidant, vibrant messenger.
Nina, this is so exciting- gives me chills. You are so amazing to agree to do
this work as Nina, although I understand that as Anaya-Ra, you and others
have been working on this piece for eons. But I also know that your journey
as Nina has, at times, been difficult, and that there have been many
sacrifices required. I love you so very much, and want you to know that my
love surrounds you as you prepare for and execute this monumental service
for humanity, our planet, the galaxy, and the universe.
Wow Nina! Thank you for the work you do!
Thank you precious Nina for sharing this. The message in so inspirational and profound.
Sparkles of light and dancing joy!
Thanks for sharing Nina, enjoyed it. I think I will join you etherically in India. I
LOVE YOU!!!!!!
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Thanks so much for continuing to send me emails. With this latest one --all I can say is
WOW! I think of you often and wish you continued good health and wonder-filled
experiences. I've sent this email to friends with whom I've shared your work. Gosh Nina,
You are completely amazing and I feel blessed to know you.
“What beautiful news you shared about the trip/service you are undertaking
to India. I thank you so much for this work you are undertaking to really stop
suffering on earth by putting on new lenses and seeing the creation through
the eyes of the Creator.”
“Thanks for sharing this Nina --- so much developing -- thank you for all the work you do
for the planet, humanity and divinity -- and for who you are blessings and gratitude.”
“Whew!!! Big Stuff!!! Thank you for the update and sharing.”
Nina, thank-you so much for including me in the new newsletter. Stunning developments!!
This is so very exciting and so much bigger than anything I thought. I feel so
grateful to even know about it, and for your presence. I look forward to
hearing how it unfolds! With love and gratitude.
When I underwent my spiritual emergency five years ago, in the form of a spontaneous
shamanic initiation while I was driving through New Mexico, what was told to me was that
humanity was going to go through a great transition. Those who knew how to choose love
and peace would find the transition miraculously beautiful. Those who didn’t would
experience much anguish. Among many other things, the spirits also told me that I truly
had a fairy godmother on this planet and one day I would meet her. I feel like I'm coming
face to face with this prophesy, through your transmissions, actions, and words. That the
universe brought us together and that it was all foreseen five years ago, is breath taking to
me. Thank you Nina, for everything you do on this planet. I'm so grateful & speechless. I
love you.
We will be joining you at some level on this marvelous journey. Go safely.
Much love to you.
This is riveting reading. I see another book in your future.
Thank you for sharing this Nina - amazing work you are doing - thank you for
being you.
This is wonderful. Thank you so much for sharing this. It is more than Fascinating! I
printed it out so I can read it again more slowly. I really appreciate your keeping me in the
loop!
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All is resonating within me and whilst I will not physically be joining you at
this event I will be there on the etheric.
Your newsletters ring true with me. I have felt the rising of consciousness and have been
told that something vital to our ascension would happen this fall.
Thank you so much for this information you have sent out. I read through this
email with tears in my eyes for the most part. This information has given me
some important answers for 2014. Thanks for you being you and following
your inner guidance.
What wonderful information and progression… I was told that I am a member of the
Galactic Federation.
I am SOOOO jealous!! :o) Put in a good word for me and please stop by and give me a
ride on one of the ships when you go!!
Bravo Nina!! Bravo.
Nina..........these are so beautiful...........and I felt compelled to write you with loving support
in your India trip and travels to help mankind.
So Nina, your next adventure unfolds. How very interesting that the bubbles
that have puzzled and perturbed you for so long are participants in this
dynamic. I sense I am involved somehow in this process but have no clarity
yet as to how...perhaps as only a fascinated observer? Meanwhile, know you
are much loved and appreciated for all you do on behalf of our beloved
Earth and her inhabitants.
I have been remembering at a more rapid pace over the last two years than ever before.
Your newsletter affirmed what I was getting and filled in the blanks.
Oh My, Nina! You are doing some mighty exciting work! I read your post
getting ready for India and now I am looking at the Kryon post. I get shivers!
Grateful for all you are doing! Wow!
I have read through all your recent channeling messages relating the Global Congress of
Spiritual Scientists and your India visit. Just so amazing and I really feel special to be part
of all that is happening and going to take place shortly in Maitreya Buddha. Pyramid.
Thank you Nina! This is powerful stuff.
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Blessings Nina, thank you so much for sending me these transmissions. I feel the energies
building and know that all is well and coming to fruition as described and planned. I wish I
was going with you to India (many lifetimes of memories there). I will be there in spirit and
sending all my love and support. Know you are loved.
I have been following your work with the dolphins and now very closely as
you enter a new expanded purpose and phase. I have shared your recent
channelings and mission with other Light workers too. I support you though
you don't need it to succeed and sent my love and light.
Rock on sister! Enjoy India!! :)
You are excellent work and I applaud you.
I have been reading these transmissions with joy and such a tingling in my being! Thank
you for putting them out there and I am so excited for your journey, for our planet, galaxy
and beyond! Such big things are happening and I am filled with wonder and hope. Have
a wonderful trip and THANK YOU for all you do with such grace!
Wow! I have been reading these transmissions with awe and amazement
and appreciation for your role in this process. It is like an incredible
delicious adventure. How can those of us in your community support you &
earth in the best way before/during/after this upcoming October event?
Blessings dear Nina and thank you from All of us for what is to transpire in India. We
support you, to surround you in light, ℒ ℴ ν ℯ '¯ `•. Ƹ̵Ӝ
̡ ̨̄Ʒ
̵ ¸. ✩☼☾ , and courage to support you
in your/our path of truth. Much appreciation and gratitude beyond words from All of the
Multiverse, All our galactic brothers and sisters in/of ℒ ℴ ν ℯ '¯ `•. Ƹ̵Ӝ
̡ ̨̄Ʒ
̵ ¸. ✩☼☾ . Namaste. _/\_
Greatly enjoy reading these updates..as if I will be accompanying you to my
beloved India through them. thank you, Nina
So Excited!!! I have been reading some of the transmissions you are receiving in
preparation for your visit to India and I am so excited I stumbled onto them! The earth and
its inhabitants so need these downloads! It is my intention to be focused and tuned in on
October 2! So grateful for having met you, if only by Skype! Thinking of the mission ahead
and sending an abundance of divine love and light, peace and joy to you and yours!!!! <3
On the 8th of august (8/8) I was in Carnac France, the place where the
Alignments are. I was feeling I had to activate a part of these stones. It was a
circle of stones. For me it was the control centre of these huge Alignments.
When I was re-activating these stones with the channeled tones I made with
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my voice, it felt that these alignments had to change the frequencies of the
plant so planet earth could be a part of the Universe. I asked the help of
starships. For me the beings in the ship that came, felt as an overtone (11/12
dimensional) of the 5/7 dimensional Pleiadians who we know right now. It
felt that the purpose of this ship was observing and helping with the
evolution of the planet. In my notes I wrote, it was an evolutionary ship.
Now, after reading your beautiful messages, I understand this ship was from
the Galactic Federation. Thank you for your messages. With honor I salute
you. What an important event! Thanks for doing this profound work and
sharing this. I really love the message and the event. Greetings, love and
light.
I have caught up with reading your posts, and truly want you to know how I hold all that
you are doing in the highest regard. I would like to think that I can hold the intention of
supporting you in loving energy and that my doing so will somehow assist in strengthening
the entire supportive foundation that so many offer you. If there is anything that you would
specifically suggest for me to incorporate in my meditations, or focused intentions for the
highest good of this amazing task which lies before you, please do let me know… I do
hope that you are heeding the advice to really take care of your body in preparation for
your task. I have witnessed the impact of the energy surges on your physical vehicle and
know how important this is.
I am compelled to send love for the Oct 2nd event and for moving the planet
forward with positive energy.
Following your channelings on the trip to India and all the preparations for this gala event
in the spiral of life with loving interest. May all your challenges be exuberantly joyful on this
journey! Have you asked if the Phi Crystal should be leather wrapped in decorative form
with feathers and beads as spirit gifts and a firm holding place for the tall climb up the
spiral? I couldn't resist a giggle. Absolutely, You and the Crystal will fill Hearts of the
Nations with beauty and grace.
Nina, my thoughts are so with you in your training, purifying, transmuting
preparation process. I send Light and gratitude.
Dear one: My heart is full that these great truths are spreading so rapidly through your own
expanded heart at this pivotal time of planetary awakening. Yet again you are ably serving
as cosmic ambassador to many cultures and fortunate ones who await your messages. We
love you and await more stories of your global journey, which is only now really beginning
to reveal itself in this special life.
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I feel so comfortable with the transmission on INTENTION!
Thank you for sharing all pertaining to the pre-congress transmissions.
Love you for who your are, indeed! A big hug.
How may I be of service? I am overwhelmed with an incredible energy after reading your
transmissions. Oh Nina… these are wondrous and sacred times. THANK YOU for your
devoted and courageous service. How may I be of service? I AM SO GRATEFUL. I AM SO
READY. I AM THAT I AM. Blessings on your India trip. I feel I AM with you in the higher
realms? I have tears and energy surging after reading the transmissions. Oh Nina… WOW.
BELOVED BLESSED NINA. I AM GRATEFUL FOR YOU. I hold my golden
dolphin periapt with great gratitude.. and send huge loving and grace filled
intentions for your trip to India.
Welcome to India my dear Nina. We will met at pyramid valley. Voohoo. Awaiting for that
wonderful day. Much Love to u my dear.
Nina, I am with you in your sacred mission to the Pyramid Valley but in the
etheric realm. The Universe planned it this way. Have a wonderful trip.
Count me in too! Can't wait to hear the results of your awesome mission. How blessed you
are to be given this honor and how blessed we all are to reap the benefits. Journey well!
Are you feeling excited, awed, peaceful, ready? All of these and more? I
send Light and Love to be with and around you as you journey to India.
Blessings Nina! So excited to be reading the transmissions, and feeling great anticipation
for the event! Can you tell me the time exactly? I am thinking the 7 pm time is in India...so
it will be different here, PST. I can look it up...but want to be sure I have the right
coordinates and time. I'd love to be there in the physical, but will need to simply send my
love and spirit this time. More love and light than you can imagine coming your way,
blessed be! Much love and appreciation to you and all who are participating throughout
the universe.
I have been reading your transmissions and find it all so exciting and fascinating. I
am sure there will be many questions for you. I have shared with the group your
upcoming visit to India, and I am sure they would love to hear more about that.
I have chosen to invite all the Delft people to join me at a meeting near the Pyramid of
Austerlitz in the center of the Netherlands at the same time when you begin your
ceremony at 15.30 our time = 19.00 hr in Bangalore. We will gather half an hour before to
prepare. I would love to hear your advises about this celebration in the Netherlands. I was
thinking about sitting in a circle, give each other a hand to close the cycle and meditate.
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Before the meditation I will speak out the intention of the meeting
1) Acceptance of Earth into the galactic

Federation.
2) Acceptance of the Federation into the multi-verse federation go Galaxies
Do you think it will be necessary to know exactly your time schedule when you ascend the
pyramid? I can take my crystal egg and do the same or just sit down with everybody and
meditate/focus on Matreya Buddha Pyramid
Amazingly ‘clear space’ within today, Nina. Know that ‘I am in position’ and support
you fully…And now here I am in Baja — the first colony of the 'sixth root race' or the
Divine Human ‘in position’ to receive your transmission. I share the above with you
just to let you know how supported you are. I know you know this. All is ready for
you, my friend.
Good morning my Friend and many blessings upon you on this equinox morning. I will be
sending you giant cyber hugs from the slopes of Mt Shasta where my friend & I will be
welcoming in the new energies of this day. As are many, I am reading your transmissions
with eager excitement and crystal clear intent to join with the rest of Creation to welcome
the codes, the energies and the golden age of love on beloved Gaia. Thank you for being
All that you are and the services you render. Much love
Dear Nina, How magnificent, grand and wondrous your task at hand and upcoming
journey. I am most honored that you share with all of us every step as it unfolds,
transpires; know that I (and surely, all of us, having received our blessed codes
and awakening via you by the Golden Dolphins Elders) embrace you with love,
light and many blessings ALLways. Safe travels. We will be right there with you.
Love and Hugs.
Nina, I have SO resonated with all of these transmissions. I will be with you as you travel
to India and definitely during the ceremony of receiving and transmitting the codes. DO
have a wonderful time, being in joy, fun, and play. I love you so much.
I'm loving reading your Pre-Paving Journal, and I truly appreciate you sharing this
with us! I look forward to hearing your experiences as they unfold. My blessings go
with you on your awesome journey to facilitate Earth's acceptance into the Galactic
Federation!
Safe Journey, Nina Love and Light.
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I've been thinking about you and wanted you to know ... my supportive thoughts
and intentions will be with you on October 2nd. Thank you for taking on such a
huge mission Nina. I feel deeply connected, and I particularly notice my work with
the Celestial energies of the Colors intensifying.
Safe enjoyable trip! Blessed transmission and guidance. The Universe of All that IS will be
with you - in YOU. Cooperation for / with all of creation. How fantastic.
Very Perfect Nina! Your transmissions have been very helpful to me, especially the
two most recent ones — thank you. Feels like I, too, have been getting prepped.
Had no idea until today just how much energy has been running through me. I feel
like a birth canal myself — one that the hurricane flushed out and amped up!! I
heard today that “the level of energy I experienced was necessary for me to be
ready. All will be easier now.” Wishing you a joyful take-off, a beautiful experience
and a happy landing. Will be connected as always. With Love and Gratitude
Wishing you a comfortable journey and a very warm welcome in India!
I have followed with great interest and excitement the details of your Oct 2
transmission in the Maitreya Buddha Pyramid. What a day of accomplishment and
celebration for humanity and Gaia and our Galaxy! The culmination from becoming
to being a Galactic Citizen. And what a day for you! I am so proud and happy for
you. You are so capable, commanding, and gracious in expressing your sovereign
divinity. Have fun! I just want you to know that I and my masterful friend (whom you
know on some level) will be attending this glorious transmission in the etheric in the
pyramid. Together, we will join with the light beings present in co-creating
coherence and unity in the field, as we witness this Grand Event. And we are very
excited to receive and carry the gifts that you bring in. With love, admiration and
deep appreciation.
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